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Abstract

The aim of this research was to determine effectiveness of content caching in

community networks. This was achieved by measuring network performance and

user quality of experience. The network performance was measured by performing

latency and throughput tests in the network. Latency, throughput and video

performance measurements were carried out in the Ocean View community network

between the main server and access points in 8 locations in the network. The same

measurements were carried out in the simulated network using 3 different caching

strategies. The network measurements showed that caches resulted in lower latency

and higher throughput in the simulated networks. Also caches resulted in less time

required for initial buffering to occur, less time taken for video to start playing

on its best quality and less time for the video to complete playing compared to

the main server. This suggests that content caching improved resource utilisation,

network performance and user QoE. A comparison between the cache placement

strategies was done to determine which strategy performed best in the simulated

network. Latency, throughput and video performance measurements were carried

out for geography, delay and hop count cache placement. From the results obtained,

hop count cache placement resulted in the lowest average latency, highest average

throughput and best video performance. The simulated network was then expanded

and measurements were again carried out in the expanded network. The expanded

network adopted hop count cache placement to determine if the network would

continue to improve performance when more caches are added. Expansion of the

network resulted in lower average latency, higher average throughput and better

video performance at the caches compared to the main server. This reinforces the

effectiveness of content caching in improving network performance even in larger

networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The rapid evolution of mobile network communication technologies has led to

increased demand for digital content. Over time, investments in digital infrastructure

has increased access to internet with 99.8% of people in South Africa covered with

3G internet in 2020, an increase from 2019 which had 99.7% coverage. [1]. While

this is significant progress in enhancing access to digital content, there are still

challenges in internet reliability and affordability. The average mobile internet speed

in South Africa is 33.23Mbps compared to a global average of 55.34Mbps [2], [3].

The cost of internet still remains a barrier of internet usage with a gigabyte of data

costing around 2% of Gross National Income GNI [4]. Most South Africans access

the internet using prepaid data through mobile network operators that are among

the most expensive internet service providers in the country [4].

Community networks are increasingly seen as potential solutions to the

affordability barrier. Community networks are shared internet facilities that involve

collective maintenance and utilisation of the network infrastructure [5]. Community

networks employ network techniques to create computer systems that help to

address connectivity gaps in existing internet infrastructure. The use of community

networks substantially lowers the cost of accessing internet through lowering the cost

of commonly accessed content or localised services in a geographical location [6].

The reduced cost of internet access comes with a strain in bandwidth of most

community networks. This is because low or free access to digital content increases

content demand in community networks. This usually surpasses the capability of the

bandwidth in these community networks. Research on how to optimise infrastructure
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of community networks has shown that content caching can streamline traffic in such

networks. This can improve overall user experience on these networks [7], [8].

Existing studies have also found that most of the network traffic is recurring

content requests from users, usually in the same proximity [9], [10]. Also, research

shows a strong correlation between the popularity of content and geographical

location [10].This makes it possible for strategic content distribution, reducing

latency and consumption of network bandwidth. Ma et al. [11] showed that content

caching based on geographical location increases hit rate by 30%. This is also

consistent with evidence from Wang et al. [12], who showed that content caching

reduces traffic load by half. However, content caching is widely applied in web

caching while community networks rarely employ content caching technique [8], [13].

1.2 Problem Statement

South Africa has made strides in broadening access to the internet with close to 38

million active internet users as of 2021 [14]. An overwhelming majority of these

users (36 million) access the internet from their mobile phones [14]. Despite these

achievements, South Africa ranks low in terms of internet affordability. As of 2020,

South Africa ranked 36 out of 54 African countries in terms of data per gigabyte

costs [15]. Scaling affordable internet to the poorer communities remain a policy

priority for the South African government with the launching of the strategy on the

Fourth Industrial Revolution [15].

To resolve the barriers to access relating to cost, the South African government

has invested in community networks to provide affordable internet to low income

communities. Community networks are deployed to support communities by

broadening existing social networks and delivering content to users using localised

networking technologies. However, community networks are usually associated with

bandwidth strain because cheaper access to the internet is often associated with

increased traffic [16]. The limited bandwidth capacity on community networks

increases content delivery time (retrieval latency) and reduces quality of service.

Unplanned cache placement in the community networks results in high latency

and increased network traffic [16]. To address this challenge, this study proposes

cache placement and content distribution in a community network using distributed

caching technique. Distributed caching techniques employed in this study will enable

network systems to handle multiple caches hence multiple requests on the network

will not reduce network performance [17], [18].

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Also, the study adopts an Information-Centric Network architecture in the form

of Content-Centric Network (CCN) architecture [19](further discussed in Section 2.4

). The caching approach used in this study is an in-network caching approach, to

ensure that content is not duplicated in the routers [20] (further discussed in Section

2.5 ). The cache distribution techniques used are transparent technique and adaptive

technique [19] (further discussed in Section 2.5 ).

1.3 Research Questions

1. What network considerations (geography, hop count, delay) can best determine

the optimal cache location?

Hypothesis

H0 Caching based on geographic location, hop count and delay has no effect or

does not improve latency and throughput

H1 Caching based on geographic location, hop count and delay improves delay

and throughput

Variables

Independent - Cache placement

Dependant - delay and throughput

2. To what extent does increase in number of caches result in improved

throughput?

Hypothesis

H0 Increasing caches has no effect or does not improve throughput

H1 Increase in caches improves throughput

Variables

Independent - Number of caches

Dependant - throughput

1.4 Objectives

1. To analyse performance of cache placement techniques in terms of retrieval

latency and resource utilization

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

2. To evaluate the effect of content distribution strategies on delay and throughput

3. To evaluate the effect of cache placement and content distribution techniques

on Quality of Experience

Potential scientific contribution

The potential contribution of this research is determining an optimal cache placement

technique for a community network. Caching content at the optimal location will

reduce latency and increase throughput in the network. This research will potentially

contribute to the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Content caching will

improve network performance in the communities hence enhance quality of education

at the local schools, thus contributing to goal 4 (quality education). The research

will also contribute to goal 11 (sustainable cities and communities) by providing

information to residents, digitally from the caches in the community networks, on

how they can further develop their communities to be resilient, safe and sustainable.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Smartphone and digital technology penetration has increased over the past years as

technology became cheaper and more accessible [21]. The adoption of smart devices

in communities has increased demand for digital content and increased congestion in

community networks. Edge computing is increasingly seen as a potential solution

to congested networks. Edge computing is taking the cloud close to the users by

creating replicas of the cloud on a smaller scale [22]. One of the most important

forms of edge computing is content caching. Content catching is a performance

enhancing strategy designed to store content in servers that are located closer to the

users [23]. The same content can be stored in several servers in different locations to

ensure that users get access to the content in the least possible time.

One of the first efforts towards content caching was by Dilley et al. [22], who

sought to address the problem of high latency that resulted from users trying to

access centralized content. This challenge was driven by increased demand for digital

content that exponentially increased content requests thereby overburdening the

network resources back-end and front-end of the applications. Research shows that

such an increase in content demand causes application crashes and low throughput

[24]. This has a negative impact on quality of experience on networks. Content

caching is now widely used to improve user experience on networks [22].

The next section starts by reviewing literature on cloud computing. This is

because content caching approaches draw from caching approaches used in cloud

computing.
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2.1 Cloud computing

Cloud computing is an application-based virtual environment that allows users to

have access to computer resources and storage space without the user being involved

in the complexity of system development and maintenance [25]. In cloud computing

users access content stored in remote servers through the internet [26]. Recently, we

have seen an increase in the take up of cloud technologies. About 70% of companies

in South Africa use cloud techniques to store their data [27]. According to Dilley

et al. [22], globally cloud hosts did not fully anticipate the rapid pace at which

companies would adopt this technology. This resulted in system crashes and network

congestion as cloud networks were faced with an increased surge in requests [22].

Edge computing was introduced to deal with these challenges resulting in improved

user experience across most networks. In particular, mobile edge computing was

introduced to address the surge in content requests via smart devices [28].

Mell and Grance [29] define cloud computing as a universal and convenient access

of highly utilized and required computing resources on the network. The resources

are efficiently accessible without need of the intervention of service providers or

network management. Mell and Grance [29] discussed on the characteristics,

service models and deployment models in cloud computing. Zhang et al. [30] also

explains that cloud computing is a standard for managing and delivering services

to consumers on the internet. Cloud computing can be viewed as a model through

which on demand resources are provided as services that can be rented out or

delivered freely by users on the internet. A significant advantage of cloud computing

is that it is a cost effective way of getting access to computing resources over the

internet [31].

2.2 Mobile edge computing

Cisco Forecast [21] predicted that by 2022 the share of smart devices will be more

than thrice the global population. In addition, projections show that about 89% of

mobile data traffic will be video streaming [32]. This points to the need for more

advanced cloud computing technologies that can resolve high latency problems that

result from the massive increase in traffic.

To address this, cloud computing is now moving towards mobile edge computing.

Tran et al. [33] described mobile edge computing as a model that has capabilities

of providing storage space, computing and network resources at the network edge.

The main aim of mobile edge computing is to have network resource management
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and storage at the edge to reduce latency and mobile energy consumption [34].

Edge computing technologies make use of cloudlets to bring content closer to

users[18]. Cloudlet is a mini server connected to a network of smart devices, sharing

computational resources at an ultra low latency, mimicking how the cloud operates

[35].

With the cloud now replicated and closer to the users, it is beneficial for content

and resources that are provided to the users to be customised for the particular

population that is accessing the cloudlets. Therefore there is need for the relevant

content to be cached in the storage space in the cloudlets.

2.3 Content catching

The ability of mobile edge computing to provide storage resources is called content

caching [36]. Content caching is the defined as storage of data that will potentially

be re-accessed in a memory space [37]. However, cache location problem arises when

caches are not strategically placed. This incurs a drawback in access latency and

bandwidth usage [36]. A greater part of this problem is traffic build-up because

of recurring content requests by users [38]. Caching content in cloudlets paired

with an ideal cache placement strategy has come with many benefits including cost

effectiveness in infrastructure deployment and reduced response time when users

request for content. Wang et al. [39] explained that content caching in Content

Centric Networks (CCNs) at the network edge reduces latency and deployment costs,

as well as relieving the overwhelmed backhaul links.

Content caching and forwarding relieves network congestion in TCP/IP

networks. Paul et al. [40] adopt the Caching and Forwarding protocol in which

content is stored then forwarded by the routers and delivered to users who are

occasionally disconnected. The protocol supports several content delivery modes by

combining address-based routing and content-based routing.

As the storage space at the network edge is limited, Müller et al. [38] argued

that there is need to prioritize optimal content hence caching popular content is

rational. Müller et al. [38] focused on an algorithm that captures information about

the popular content that users are requesting. A greater part of the network traffic

is made up of recurring videos that will be requested by users [38]. Müller et al.

[38] also addressed the issue that after content is cached it is not known if it will be

requested again. To address this issue there is need to adopt an eviction policy that

removes content from the cache so as to ensure efficient storage use and cache most
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requested content [41].

Importance of content catching

A number of studies have been done recently on content caching on network edges.

Chen et al. [42] designed caches in the form of small cell clouds and macro cell clouds

to store data about healthcare resources that would be available using a Software

Defined Network (SDN) based mobile architecture. The main intention of the caches

was to reduce latency during content delivery by prioritising specific packets that

could not be delayed. Chen et al. [42] focused on integrating data cognitive engine

and resource cognitive engine. The user equipment could be a smart health wearable

device having sensors that collect data which could be sent to the cloud for analysis

and then the SDN controller allocates resources according to priority of the most

urgent healthcare issue. Zhang et al. [43] implemented caching content in vehicles so

that users can easily access the content when travelling. The motivation was that

vehicular caching enables users to access content much faster as they come across

several vehicles on the road. Vehicular caching was mentioned to be less expensive

than deploying infrastructure on a large scale. Gao et al. [44] stated that caching

content in cloudlets is an effective way of reducing latency between the data centre

and user leading to an improved network performance. The upshot of a network

with a good performance is an enhanced quality of user experience. Cloudlets also

result in a prolonged battery life on the users’ devices [44].

One of the advantages of cloudlets is scalability of the deployed infrastructure.

During mobile computing cloudlets also result in an increased and efficient response

of the cloud services [45]. Satyanarayanan [45] explained the essence of caching in

video content in cloudlets as this cut down on bandwidth usage because the same

content is usually requested multiple times as it will be popular. The other benefit

of content caching at cloudlets is that the users in a common geographical area can

receive content that is relatable and significant for that particular location. Mobile

edge computing in cloudlets that are near the users reduces delay in transmitting

content from source to destination as there are fewer hops between the two [45].

Satyanarayanan [45] further explained the aspect of privacy that is also available in

cloudlets. The content that users release onto the cloudlets can be altered by the

owners before it is transmitted to the cloud to remove data that they perceive as

sensitive. This is a very important benefit of cloudlets as all users need to have

assurance that their sensitive data is securely private. In the event that the cloud

fails or is interrupted, the cloudlets temporarily obscure the failure or interruption

as most of the content that is regularly requested by users would have been already

8
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cached within the cloudlets’ storage. Xu et al. [46] emphasized on the remarkable

feature of cloudlets that privacy of users’ data is always prioritized. In their paper,

Xu et al. [46] proposed an Internet of Things computation mechanism to offload

data from users’ mobile devices to the cloud through the cloudlets in Wireless

networks, with low energy consumption, secure privacy and low latency. Davies

et al. [47] discussed the users’ concerns on privacy of their data that is released onto

the cloudlets. Internet of Things makes use of smart devices that save and analyze

the user’s data on the cloudlets hence users will be concerned about security of

the private and sensitive information they would have disclosed. Davies et al. [47]

came up with an architecture that integrates privacy mediators that enforce privacy

policies on the cloudlets. This has greatly enhanced the security of users’ data and

therefore, more users will be confident in disclosing their information when using

their smart devices.

Caching content in cloudlets is important because it maximizes on efficient

content reuse [48]. For example, Chen et al. [48], highlighted that on most instances

popular content requests are made several times in a certain time period, from

media streaming applications. Cloudlets will then come in handy as a solution

to congestion and bottlenecks in the network caused by the same content being

transmitted repeatedly from the core network. Caching content in cloudlets increases

the network throughput.

2.4 Network Architectures

An important aspect in caching is to know where to cache the content, thus

availability of storage space and decision to cache specific content in specific caches.

When caching, the storage spaces are installed either at the base station or user

equipment e.g routers, mobile phones, personal computers. In a study, Paschos et al.

[49] clarified that real time interactive applications like remote control signals and

calls cannot be cached, however, popular content like video on demand (VoD) can

be cached. Pang et al. [50], in their study, discussed that there is need to take note

of the mobility and access pattern of a mobile devices in order to pre-fetch content.

Algorithms to execute this have been developed using patterns taken by similar

mobile device users [50].

Qing et al. [51] proposed an architecture called Cloudlet Aided Cooperative

Terminals Service Environment (CACTSE) that is deployed at the network edge

to categorize users and content in batches. The architecture uses algorithms to

enhance performance in content delivery. Abdullahi et al. [19] carried out a survey

9
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on a few Information Centric Networks (ICN) architectures namely CCN, Network

of Information (NetInf), Publish Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) and

Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA). The architectures were evaluated

on how they would perform in in-network and off-path caching. Caches can be

routers with cache memory space called content store (CS), a forwarding table called

a forwarding information base (FIB) and a table with information about interest

packets that are received and waiting for data packets with the same name [19].

This study will adopt the CCN architecture. Lal et al. [52] further on explains that

every caching router has three data structures namely, Content Store (CS) being

the storage space where content is cached, Pending Information Table (PIT) records

the request interest from the user and their status, thus request processed or still in

progress and Forwarding Information Base (FIB) for mapping user request onto the

network and send the request to the cache that has the content.

In ICN, content data packets are specified by names hence the concept of

naming and matching of the names is very crucial. [19] mentioned that there are

four important aspects that need to be focused on in ICN, thus naming, name

resolution, mobility and security. Naming is how the client makes a request of the

interest packets. Naming resolution is when a name that matches the interest packet

is searched for and routed. Mobility is when a node that carries data moves out of

the network and there is always a duplicate of that data that is left in the network.

This ensures that when a request for that data is made, there will always be a cache

hit. Security in ICN is implemented by encryption, key distribution, digital signing,

etc [19].

In a CCN the client (user) makes a request for content and the request is sent

into the network. The request is broadcasted to the neighboring routers asking

them if they have the content requested [19]. If any of the routers has the content

it is then sent to the requester. In CCN, cache can be distributed by implementing

Proxy, reverse proxy, transparent, adaptive and active cache distribution startegies.

The strategies determine where the cache will be located and how the user’s request

is handled. The distribution strategies can be implemented in the CCN caching

approaches namely in-network and off-path caching.

DONA caches data using Leave Copy Down (LCD) technique as well as

Autonomous System to cache content at the network layer [19]. In LCD content is

stored at the cache that is closest to where it was requested [53]. Caching the content

at the network layer addresses the issue of mobility as content can still be accessible

even when a node leaves the network. In DONA, servers called Resolution Handlers

(RH) are used for name resolution in the network. A Resolution Handler caches

data that can be broadcasted to the other Resolution Handlers. Satyanarayanan [45]

10
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suggested that persistent caching allows for easier administration of the cloudlets as

content will not get lost incase of failures.

NetInf architecture uses a Name Resolution System (NRS) to forwards Named

Data Objects (NDO) to the clients. NDO names are used to find the objects that can

be the full content or chunks of the content [19]. Both the publisher and subscriber

can query the NRS. Naming resolution is carried out using Multilevel Distributed

Harsh Tables.

In PSIRP architecture the clients are the subscribers and the publisher is the

content provider. The subscriber requests for content that is then published into the

network by the content provider. PSIRP utilizes a “middleman” (negotiator) called

rendezvous system that matches the request to the published content. There is a

rendezvous handler for the subscriber and another one for the publisher [19]. The

handler at the subscriber side forwards the request to the handler at the publisher

side, when there is a hit then the content is routed to the client through the routers

in the network.

2.5 Related Work

Caching Approaches

Caching approaches specify when, where and how content is cached in the network.

The main aim being reducing the load at the content source (content provider

servers), minimising congestion in the network and utilising bandwidth and not

wasting it as well as reducing latency.

In-network caching

In this approach, content is cached with regard to the frequency of the same

content being requested and recency of the requests [20]. In-network caching can be

coordinated or non-coordinated. In coordinated in-network caching content is not

duplicated among the routers by employing a compare content algorithm. In-network

approach ensures low latency and fewer hop counts during content delivery. To

ensure no redundancy of content, a compare content algorithm is used. However, the

algorithm incurs a cost of searching for duplicate content in the network topology.

In non-coordinated caching, duplicating content is allowed in the network and does

not have the cost of ensuring no data redundancy as in coordinated caching. Leave
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Copy Down (LCD) technique can be used in in-network caching but with some

routers not being cache enabled, to address the issue of data redundancy [20]. User

assisted in-network caching adopts the device to device communication after a user

requests for content and caches it in their device thereafter, they are able to provide

the content to nearby users requesting for the same content, enhancing the hit ratio

[52] .

Pantisano et al. [54], in a study, cached content using in-network strategy and

developed a cost- aware model that can evaluate the cost of caching the content.

The model consisted of Small Base Stations (SBSs) that had memory capacity,

User Equipment (UE) as well as backhaul capacity. When a request is made the

UE has backhaul bandwidth assigned to it, however this bandwidth differs per SBS

depending on the number of UEs requesting for content [54]. Content is cached

at the SBS until its full capacity and then the content with least popularity is

removed from the cache to accommodate for the new content. Pantisano et al. [54]

proposed an algorithm that utilised the least bandwidth and was faster in content

delivery than the existing caching strategies. The study used cooperative in-network

caching strategy that enhanced content availability. Paschos et al. [49] emphasised

that cooperative caching is an effective in-network caching strategy because it saves

storage space as neighbouring caches will not cache content that has already been

cached. The authors also mentioned that caching content during off-peak times

reduces the load on the network. Johnson and Seeling [17] developed a model of a

distributed cache using cooperative caching technique and showed that a distributed

cache results in more cache hits. However, cache hits can be reduced if a device is

off the network hence shared caches are most ideal [17].

Off path caching

In this approach registration and routing table updates are required for the caching

architectures. Off-path caching utilizes the cache aware approach. Replication of

content in the network and selection of the nodes that store the replicated content is

determined by the Internet Service Provider (ISP), whereas in in-network caching the

decision is based on the requests made by the users. Off path caching uses extended

greedy algorithm , modified greedy algorithm as well as hierarchical cooperative

caching [20].

Wang et al. [55] did a study on computation offloading in a network that has

implemented Device-to-Device caching. The network model consisted of a macro-cell

base station, user equipment used as Device-to-Device cluster heads (DCH) and

Device-to-Device participants. The DCH simulates the work of a cache management
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system, caching content and sending content to user equipment to be cached for

Device-to-Device communication. In their study, Wang et al. [55] adopted the

cooperative caching strategy and cooperation-based greedy algorithm. The study

yielded positive results as there was significant improvement on availability of

content as well as energy optimisation and reduced content delivery time. Chen

et al. [48] developed a greedy algorithm for caching content in their study focused

on enhancing mobility aware content placement.

Cache distribution schemes

Location of the cache is of great importance as it determines the delay with which

the content reaches the client [56]. A cache results in faster transmission of data

when it is located closer to a client rather than when located further away from

the client. Caching strategies are therefore adopted to determine the best cache

placement strategy.

In proxy strategy a caching router is located between the user and the publisher.

When a user requests for content, they immediately receive the content from the

router that is located close to them without waiting for the content to be sent from

the publisher. This results in lower latency [19].

In reverse proxy the caching router is closer to the publisher than the user.

When a user request for content, the request is sent to the publisher where there is

a cache that sends the requested content [19]. This strategy ensures authenticity of

content as the content is sent from publisher, hence there is no risk of the content

being tempered with. On the other hand, Davies et al. [47] enhanced the security

and privacy of data in cloudlets by implementing a privacy mediator model that

would allow users to have full control of their data and decide data they deem

insensitive to send to the cloud. The mediator would allow data modification and

enforce privacy policies on the data. In this case the user will be the publisher of the

content.

In transparent strategy a cache is placed between the client and server. When a

request is made, the system checks if the content is available in the cache. If it is not

available, the request is forwarded to the main source of the content. In this strategy

the cache is transparent from both the client and server Abdullahi et al. [19].

Adaptive strategy is ideal for caching popular content as it has content

distributed to a group of caches intended to meet the demand of most frequently

searched content with minimum response time. The strategy also has cache

management system as in transparent strategy [19]. Liu and Yang [18] adopted
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the distributed caching strategy with each base station caching different content to

reduce redundancy. They had a positive outcome in content delivery efficiency and

energy efficiency compared to non-distributed strategy.

Active distribution scheme constantly changes cached content enabling users

to personalize the content. Caches can be placed closer to the users. According to

Abdullahi et al. [19], there is also a cache management system in this strategy.

2.6 South Africa’s Digital Landscape

Trends in digitisation

South Africa has observed a substantial widening of its digital landscape which

has reshaped many facets of people’s day to day lives. According to the national

statistical service of South Africa (Statistics South Africa) in the year 2017, 96.5%

of South African households had access to mobile phones or landlines [57]. Around

88.2% of these households have access to at least one mobile phone [57].

According to Stats SA (2018), South Africa has made strides in enhancing

accessibility of the internet to its vast population. Around 61.8% of South African

households have access to internet either at work, educational institutions, internet

cafes or at home. Internet access is highest in Gauteng (74,0%), Western Cape

(70,8%) and Mpumalanga (63,3%), and lowest in Limpopo 43,6% and Eastern Cape

(51,8%). Looking at access to internet from homes, Western Cape has the highest

number of households (25.7%), with access to internet at home, followed by Gauteng

(16.5%) of households accessing internet at home. Limpopo (2.2%) and Eastern

Cape (3.5%) [57].

These indicators of access to the internet continue to increase. The 2018 data

showed that access to phones (mobile phones and landlines increased to (96.6%) [58].

Though the increase is marginal, South Africa is poised to achieve universal coverage

of mobile phones. In the same period, internet access has improved significantly

from 61,8% in 2017 to 64,7% in 2018. This was coupled with an increase in use of

at least one mobile phone in a household increase to 89.5% compared to 88.2% in

2017 [57], [58]. Internet access marginally increased from 61.8% to 64.7% between

2017 and 2018 [57], [58]. Overall, the data shows that access to digital economy has

increased over time. The increase in access to internet has changed the way in which

the economy operates as businesses, service providers and governments endeavour to

reach out to clients using online channels [58].
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Digital exclusion in South Africa

Mobile device and internet usage has been continuously increasing in South Africa.

However the digital divide is not narrowing because of the huge income gap between

low and high income earners. This is mostly due to legacy issues related to persistent

social and ethnic inequalities. These inequalities greatly contribute to the digital

divide [59]. Digital divide is defined as the gap between people with access to modern

information and communication technology (ICT) and those without access[60].

Digital divide is most prevalent in developing countries [60]. Van Dijk and Hacker

[61] categorises digital divide into four types, mental access, material access, skill

access and usage access. Mental access meaning lack of digital experience, material

access meaning lack of digital equipment and network coverage, skills access meaning

lack of digital skills, usage access referring to lacking usage opportunities. Norris

et al. [62] argues that there are three types of digital divide, global divide, social

divide and democratic divide. Norris explains social divide as the divide caused by

income inequalities, creating a gap between individuals who can and cannot afford

computing resources and internet access. Social divide also includes age gap, family

structure differences, ethnical differences and education gap. Language barrier and

illiteracy also increases digital divide as internet technology is futile when the user

does not understand the content provided.

The dimensions of the digital divide presented above put into context the

importance of community networks in enhancing access and usage of internet

resources beyond the costly mobile based internet accessed by the majority of the

population.

Internet access through community networks

Network equipment is becoming more affordable which allows for local communities

to deploy their own networks and solve the connectivity problem. Community

networks are defined as computer networks developed to support public digital access

in specific geographic communities [5]. Community networks are more affordable

to internet users because they tend to focus more on subsidising internet access as

opposed to commercially oriented networks provided by mobile telecommunication

operators. In enhancing digital inclusion through subsidised access to product use

of the internet, community network promotes social development thus creating a

sense of ownership and empowerment in the marginalised communities. Community

networks also have the advantage of better connection and better quality of service

from the provider as complaints and suggestions are addressed timely [63]. In
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South Africa, development actors are using community networks as a tool for digital

inclusion. For example, a community network was deployed by the University of

Western Cape in Zenzeleni village in the Eastern Cape province. The network is

supported by the Zenzeleni non-profit corporation offering public wifi hotspots [63].

Public institutions and businesses have fixed connection. Bidwell and Jensen [63]

indicated that the users of the Zenzeleni network highlighted that the community

network was a more affordable way of accessing content as their mobile data

expenditure was 10%-40% of what they would spend on mobile data from other ISPs

[63].

Summary

Studies have concluded that CCNs can be successfully implemented by applying

in-network or off-path caching approach. The algorithms per approach differ to suit

the characteristics of each caching approach. Both in-network and off-path caching

work well with coordinated and non-coordinated caching techniques. In addition,

both approaches can implement active cache distribution strategy. A summary of

the network architectures and caching approaches is illustrated in Table 2.1 and

Table 2.2 respectively.

Table 2.1:: ICN architectures

Information Centric Network

(ICN)

Content Centric Network

(CCN)
Broadcast request

Network of Information

(NetInf)

Name resolution

system

Publish Subscribe

Internet Routing

Paradigm (PSIRP)

Rendezvous

system

Data Oriented Network

Architecture (DONA)

Leave Copy Down,

Autonomous

System
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Table 2.2:: Taxonomy of CCN caching approaches

In-network Label based coordinated adaptive [19], [20]

Popularity

based
coordinated adaptive, transparent [19], [54]

Graph based non-coordinated transparent [19], [17]

Probabilistic non-coordinated active, adaptive [19], [17]

Off-path
Extended

greedy
non-coordinated active

[19], [20],

[55]

Modified

extended

greedy

non-coordinated active, reverse proxy
[19], [20],

[47]

Hierarchical

cooperative
coordinated proxy

[19],

[20]
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The research was carried out in 3 phases. The first phase was carrying out

measurements in a community network in Ocean View Community, South Africa.

Throughput, latency and video performance measurements were done in the Ocean

View network. A simulation of the Ocean View network was modelled in the second

phase. Caches were added in the simulated network, using geography, hop-count

and delay as caching strategies. Experiments were carried out in these different

cache placement strategies to obtain throughput, latency and video performance

measurement readings. The best performing cache placement strategy was then

tested on an enlarged simulation of the network and the same experiments were

carried out in the third phase.

3.1 Network Measurements

A quantitative study research design was adopted for this study. Specifically, the

outcome variables used in this study are time and data size.Latency and video

performance were measured based on time and throughput was measured based

on data size per unit time. This approach allowed clear analysis of the network

performance when users requested for content. Another key component of this study

was measuring quality of experience. The research was carried out in three stages.

In the first stage experiments were carried out on an actual community network to

measure its performance. In the second stage a virtual network was developed and

experiments to measure its performance were carried out to answer the research

questions and meet the research objectives. In the third stage the experiments were

carried out in an enlarged network while adopting the best performing caching
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strategy from the second stage.

The initial stage in the research was conducting experiments on the Inethi

Community network, deployed in Ocean View [64], to measure the current

throughput, latency, video quality and video playtime buffer. The measurements

were carried out remotely on each access point in the network. Each of the

measurements was repeated five times on each access point to provide a better

analysis of the network performance. A request for a locally hosted video on the

Inethi server was made from each access point.A video was used as the content being

requested for because there are several metrics that can be measured on a video

compared to images or text. Astream was used to measure quality of experience

(QoE) while video streaming [65]. A virtual user in Astream requested for videos

[66]. Astream was used to collect QoE features on the application layer [65]. Astream

recorded the quality of the video, total video play time and video buffering. In its

log file, Astream also recorded the exact time the video ended playing. Iperf 3.9

was used to record throughput between access points and caches [67]. Iperf records

throughput data when content is sent to the access points from the caches [68].

Background traffic could not be accounted for in this research as access to the whole

network system was not granted.Therefore, several measurements were carried out

at different times of the day with the assumption that the network was operating

normally.

3.2 Network and Cache Modelling

The second stage of the research was modelling a virtual network with the use of a

Software Defined Network (SDN) controller that served as the network’s operating

system. The setup of the virtual network model was identical to the community

network. The network emulator for this research was Mininet. Mininet was utilised

to create a network of virtual switches, routers, hosts, links and controllers [69].

Mininet was able to show connections between network elements in the simulated

community network and connection to the users.

The SDN framework was Floodlight v1.2 controller [70]. Floodlight is component

based and has a set of predefined components that can be modified to design a

customized controller application. Floodlight managed flow control, enhancing

network management and application performance. Network management was

automated, managing traffic flow between network devices and applications.

Floodlight was run in Mininet as the controller.The development language that

Mininet used in running Floodlight and the network was Python [71].
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Experiments were carried out using Iperf and Astream, as in the initial stage of

the research, to answer the research questions. An optimal cache placement strategy

that provided lowest latency, highest throughput and best video performance was

determined. Also, a conclusion was drawn on the effect of increasing the number of

caches on the network performance (throughput).

Research Question 1

What network considerations (geography, hop count, delay) can determine

the optimal cache location?

Experiments were carried out, in the modelled network, to determine the

optimal cache placement strategy by comparing the network performance when

caching was based on geographic location, hop-count and delay. The measurements

were carried out while requesting for the same video that was used in the first

stage of the research (hosted on the main server) for an unbiased analysis of the

performance.
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Geographic cache placement

Figure 3.1: Geographic Caching

In geographic caching access points were categorised into three zones as shown in

Figure 3.1. In each zone the access point directly connected to the main server

hosted the cache. Performance of the network was then measured by requesting for

a video hosted on the main server and caches from all the access points. The video

was requested from at least 2 access points simultaneously.

Hop-count cache placement

The experiment was carried out to determine cache placement based on number of

hops in the network path. Using Dijkstra’s algorithm, the shortest path from the

server to all the access points was drawn. Caches were placed on every second hop

from the access point connected to the main server, as shown in Figure 3.2. The

performance of the network was also measured by requesting for the same video that

was used in geographic caching, from all the access points in the network.
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Figure 3.2: Cache placement based on Hop-count

Delay-based cache placement

The cache placement in the experiment was based on the time (delay) it took for

a data packet to travel round-trip (from the access point to the main server, and

back to the access point). A latency measurement was carried out from each access

point to the server. The results were grouped into high, middle and low delay.

Access points within the middle range were selected to host the caches as shown in

Figure 3.3. Measurements were carried out from each access point to determine the

performance of the placement strategy when the video was requested.
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Figure 3.3: Cache placement based on Delay

Research Question 2

To what extent does increase in number of caches result in improved

throughput?

In the Ocean View network there is an extension of the network that has 6

access points connected to a raspberry pi. These access points were added in the

simulated network to enlarge the network. A cache was added in the enlarged

network according to the best performing caching strategy as shown in Figure 3.4.

Experiments were carried out, in the enlarged network simulation, to determine the

extent to which increasing number of caches affect throughput.
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Figure 3.4: Increase in number of Caches

Figure 3.5: Architecture

Figure 3.5 shows the architecture designed for the study. In scenario 1 users

request for content while connected to the access point. The request is sent to the

nearest cache and content is sent back to the user. If content is not available the

request is forwarded to the next nearest cache, until it is found. In scenario 2 the

network is enlarged by adding more access points and caches. Users request for

content and there are more caches to fetch content from.
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Results and Analysis

This section presents results from experiments that were carried out in the Ocean

View community network to measure throughput, latency and video performance.

Measurement results from the Ocean View community network were used to create

a virtual model of the network. The network simulation was created using Mininet.

Simulations of caches were added in the virtual network to store content. In the

simulated network, a user would request for content and it would be fetched from

the caches. Three caching strategies, namely geographic cache placement, hop count

cache placement and delay cache placement were implemented in the network to

measure throughput, latency and video performance. The results were compared

to determine the best performing cache placement strategy. A simulation of an

expanded network was created and the best caching strategy was implemented and

tested. Throughput, latency and video performance measurements were again carried

out to determine if the caching strategy still resulted in high network performance.

The mean of the results obtained from the measurements was represented using

graphs. On each graph, standard error of the results was represented by error bars.

4.1 Network Measurements

Latency, throughput and video performance network measurements were carried out

in the Ocean View network. Readings for latency and throughput were used to create

a simulation of the network in Mininet. For video performance analysis, readings

for time at which initial buffering occurred, time at which highest quality started

playing and total video play time were recorded using Astream video performance

measurement tool.
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Latency

Latency measurements were carried out to record round trip time between locations.

Latency was measured from the main server to all the access points. It was also

measured between all access point links in the network. Latency was measured by

performing ping tests in the network. It was recorded in milliseconds (ms). The best

network performance is when there is low latency.

Figure 4.1: Latency measured between access points

Latency measurements between all the links in the network were carried out

and the results are as shown in Figure 4.1. The results in Figure 4.1 show the mean

latency between the links in the network. Highest latency was recorded at location 8

with an average of 15.9 ms. Links to location 1 resulted in the lowest latency with

an average of 6.72 ms. Latency at location 1 may have been the lowest because
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location 1 is closest in terms of physical distance to the main server and location 8

is the furthest from the main server.

Throughput

Throughput was measured in the Ocean View network to determine the amount of

data (Mb) that can be transmitted between access points in the locations per unit

time (seconds). Throughput measurements were carried out in Iperf. Throughput

was measured for all the links in the network. The results were recorded in Mbps.

The network is at its best performance when throughput is highest.

Figure 4.2: Throughput between access points

Figure 4.2 shows mean throughput measurements that were carried out between
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access points in 8 different locations in the Ocean View network. Throughput from

all the access points to location 7 was the highest. The average throughput at

location 7 was 4.85 Mbps. The least throughput was recorded at location 8 with an

average of 1.34 Mbps. Location 7 is closer in terms of physical distance to the main

server than location 8 and has 3 links from the main server hence there is possibility

of rerouting when one link is congested thus resulting in high throughput.

Video Performance

Video performance measurements were carried out to determine the User Quality

of Experience while accessing video content in the network. A 9 minute video

was stored in the main server and played by users from the access points. Video

performance measurements were carried out using Astream. Astream generated a log

file showing the quality changes when the video was playing, buffering as it occurred

and the total time it took to complete playing the video. For this research video

performance was measured using initial buffering time, time when the best video

quality of 1080p started playing and the total time it took for the video to complete

playing. The results were recorded in seconds and milliseconds. The best video

performance is achieved when buffering occurs as soon as the video starts playing

(earliest buffering), highest quality starts playing earliest and the video ends in 9

minutes(540 seconds).

Buffering

Video performance measurements carried out using Astream at location 1 resulted

in the best performance in terms of initial buffering time. This meant that the video

frames were pre-loaded before the user played them resulting in the user viewing the

video without waiting for frames to load. Video buffering started earliest when the

video was played on location 1. The average initial buffering time at location 1 was

1.85 ms. Initial buffering occurred earliest at the access point in location 1 because

it is located closer to the main server. The latest initial buffering was recorded at

location 5 as shown in Figure 4.3 with an average of 5.94 ms.
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Figure 4.3: Time when buffering initially occurred while playing the video

Video Quality

A video was played from the access points. The higher the video quality the better

the Quality of Experience for the user. The ideal scenario was to have the best

video quality play as soon as the video started playing to ensure that the user has

the best quality of experience. During the network measurements the best video

quality started playing earliest at location 7. At location 7 the average time the

video started playing its best quality was 33.59 sec. The best video quality started

to play latest at location 8 with an average of 39.65 sec as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Time when highest video quality started playing

Video play time

A 9 minute video (540 seconds) was used in the measurements. The total time it

took to complete playing the video was recorded. This included buffer time and

network delays. Figure 4.5 shows that the video took longest to finish playing when

it was played at location 8 with an average total playtime of 619 sec. The video

finished playing earliest at location 7. The average total play time at location 7 was

602 sec.
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Figure 4.5: Total time took to play the full video

4.2 Network Simulation

In the research, latency, throughput and video performance measurements were

carried out in the Ocean View network. The obtained measurement results for

latency and throughput were used to create a simulation of the community network

in Mininet. In the simulated network, three caching strategies were implemented

to evaluate the best caching strategy suitable for the community network (Figure

3.1-Figure 3.3). The evaluation was done by performing latency, throughput and

video performance measurements then comparing the outcome from the 3 caching
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strategies.

Cache placement

The caches were placed according to 3 cache placement strategies, as shown in

Chapter 3, Section 3.2, i.e geography, hop count and delay. For geography cache

placement, the network was separated into 3 geographic zones and a cache was

placed in each zone as shown in Figure 3.1. In hop count cache placement, caches

were placed after every 2 hops from the main server. This resulted in 2 caches being

placed in the network as shown in Figure 3.2. In delay cache placement strategy,

latency between links in the network was measured. Caches were placed at the

access point that had the median delay from the main server. The median delays

were depicted from measurements carried out in the initial phase of the research as

shown in Figure 3.3.

Latency

Latency measurements were carried out to measure the delay between a cache and a

user connected to a specific access point. Latency was measured in milliseconds. Ping

tests were carried out to measure latency. Best network performance was achieved

when latency was lowest. High delay results in poor user quality of experience.

Figure 4.6: Latency measured between caches and access points

Figure 4.6 shows average latency per cache placement strategy, between the

8 access points placed in different locations in the network and caches in the
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network. On average, the main server resulted in the lowest average latency of 1.57

ms, when measurements were carried out from all the 8 access points compared

to the 3 caches.Cache 1 resulted in the highest average latency of 2.05 ms when

measurements were carried out from the cache to all the access points. However,

latency measurements carried out from caches to only access points directly linked

to them resulted in lower latency readings (ranging between 0.66 ms and 1.31 ms)

compared to the readings recorded at the main server (ranging between 1.33 ms and

2.03 ms). Thus, the main server seemed to have low latency because it is central

when in actual fact latency readings at caches were lower. Thus, caches resulted in

better network performance in terms of latency.

Comparing the cache placement strategies, overall, hop count cache placement

produced the lowest average latency in the network and geography cache placement

resulted in the highest latency. Hop count cache placement and Delay cache

placement had 2 caches in the network and a cache at the main server and

Geography cache placement had 3 caches in the network and also a cache at the main

server. Measurements carried out at Cache 1 showed that hop count cache placement

resulted in the lowest total latency with an average of 1.886 ms. Geography cache

placement resulted in the highest total latency with an average of 2.217 ms. At

cache 2, hop count had the least total latency, with an average of 1.85 9 ms. The

highest total latency was recorded for geography cache placement with an average

of 2.067 ms. At cache 3, only geography cache placement results were recorded.

The average latency for geography cache placement at cache 3 was 2.09 3 ms. On

the main server hop count cache placement resulted in the minimum latency to the

access points in locations 1-8 of the network, with an average of 1.472 ms. Delay

cache placement resulted in the highest latency from the main server to the access

points in the locations, with an average of 1.722 ms. Hop count cache placement

may have resulted in lowest latency because there was a cache after every 2 hops

meaning caches were evenly distributed in the network hence access to content was

faster. Geography cache placement might have performed poorly because zone 1 had

only 2 access points and 1 cache with no further links from them, zone 3 also had 2

access points with 1 cache, and zone 2 had 3 access points with 1 cache, thus caches

were not evenly distributed according to number of access points resulting in high

latency.

Throughput

Throughput measurements were done to record the amount of data per unit time

transmitted between caches and access points. Average throughput was recorded
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in megabits per second (Mbps). Iperf was used to carry out the measurements.

An Iperf tests were performed from the each cache to each access point. High

throughput results in best network performance.

Figure 4.7 shows throughput between caches placed according to geography, hop

count and delay cache placement strategies and access points in 8 different locations

in the network. Highest mean throughput from all the 8 access points was recorded

at the main server with an average of 8.46 Mbps. The lowest average throughput

was recorded at cache 2 with an average of 6.84 Mbps, when measurements were

carried out from all the 8 access points. when throughput measurements from access

points to only caches they are directly connected to were carried out the results were

higher than the results recorded at the main server(ranging between 8.73 Mbps and

10.59 Mbps). This is because some access points are further away from the caches

than the main server hence resulting in low average throughput when an average of

all the access points to caches were calculated. Therefore caches resulted in better

network performance in terms of throughput compared to the main server.

Figure 4.7: Throughput between caches and access points

Hop count cache placement generally provided better throughput compared

to the results obtained for geography and delay cache placement. At cache 1 hop

count cache placement resulted in the highest average throughput, with an average

of 10.05 Mbps. The lowest throughput was recorded for delay cache placement, with

an average of 4.08 Mbps. Delay cache placement resulted in the highest throughput

at cache 2 with an average of 8.67 Mbps. The average throughput for delay cache

placement was 1.39 Mbps higher than for Hop count cache placement. The lowest

throughput was recorded for Geography cache placement, with an average of 4.57

Mbps. At cache 3 geography cache placement had an average throughput of 7.04
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Mbps. The average throughput was lower than the highest for cache 1 and cache

2. At the main server hop count cache placement had the highest throughput with

an average of 9.15 Mbps. The lowest throughput was recorded for Geography based

cache placement, with an average of 7.88 Mbps. Hop count cache placement may

have resulted in the highest throughput because caches were evenly distributed in

the network. Geography cache placement resulted in the lowest throughput because

caches were distributed according to geographic locations, when location 2 had more

users than location 1 and 3.

Video Performance

Video performance was measured using Astream. A 9 minute (540 seconds) video

was saved in every cache and then played from the access points in Astream. Astream

recorded results for time buffering initially started after the video started playing,

the earliest time the video started playing the highest resolution of 1080p and total

time in playing the whole video. Total time in playing the video included buffer time

and network delays. Users had the best quality of experience when video buffering

occurred earliest, video started playing on its best quality earliest and total video

playtime was 540 seconds.

Buffering

Figure 4.8: Time when buffering initially occurred while playing the video
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Overall, when measurements were carried out from all the 8 access points, the main

server resulted in the earliest average initial buffering time of 1.01 ms. The latest

average initial buffering time measured from all 8 locations was recorded at cache

3 with an average of 3.75 ms. However, results recorded at the caches from access

points only connected to the caches were lower (ranging between 0.45 ms and 0.78

ms) than results recorded at the main server (ranging from 0.9 ms to 2.11 ms). This

is because the main server is centrally located hence the initial buffer time seems

low. The caches resulted in better performance in terms of average initial buffering

time.

On average, lowest results for initial buffering time in the simulated network

were recorded during hop count cache placement. Figure 4.8 shows that at cache 1

the earliest initial buffering was recorded for delay based cache placement with an

average of 1.48 ms.Geography based cache placement resulted in the latest initial

buffering at cache 1 with an average of 2.18 ms. At cache 2 the hop count cache

placement had the earliest buffering with an average of 1.19 ms and the latest

buffering was recorded for geography based cache placement with an average of 2.71

ms. Cache 3 had only measurements for geography cache placement which had 3

caches and the average initial buffering started at 3.75 ms. At the main server hop

count cache placement had the lowest average initial buffering of 0.9 ms and the

highest was 1.12 ms from delay based cache placement.

Video Quality

Figure 4.9: Time when highest video quality started playing
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Figure 4.9 shows the results for the time at which the video started playing its best

quality. On average the best video quality started playing earliest when played

from all the 8 access points at the main server with an average of 34.14 sec. The

average time the video started playing on its best quality latest was at cache 3 with

an average of 35.20 sec. However, the measurements carried out from access points

directly connected to access points had lower (ranging between 32.34 sec and 33.48

sec) readings for when the best quality started playing compared to the readings at

the main server. Thus, the caches resulted in better user quality of experience than

the main server.

Overall, hop count cache placement resulted in the best video quality starting

to play earliest. At cache 1, the best video quality started playing earliest in hop

count cache placement with an average of 33.9 sec. The best quality played latest

in delay based cache placement with an average of 35.8 sec. For cache 2 the earliest

the best quality was played was in hop count cache placement at an average of 34.07

sec. The latest time the best video quality was played at cache 2 was in geography

based cache placement at an average of 35.50 sec. Geography cache placement was

the only strategy with 3 caches. At cache 3 geography cache placement the best

video quality started playing at an average of 35.20 sec. At the main server results

showed that hop count cache placement had the best video quality played earliest

at an average of 33.52 sec. Geography based cache placement resulted in the best

quality starting to play latest at an average of 34.64 sec. It was noted that the best

video quality started playing after 30 seconds. Access to the entire network was

not granted, therefore,it was assumed that delay in the video playing on its highest

quality was due to background traffic as the measurements were carried out when

the network was in its normal operational state.

Video play time

Figure 4.10 shows the average total video playtime in the simulated network. Cache

1 resulted in the lowest average total playtime, with an average of 597.01 sec when

the video was played from all the 8 access points. The highest average total playtime

when the video was played from all the access points was recorded at the main

server with an average of 597.03 sec.Average total playtime recorded for the access

points directly connected to caches was lower than the total playtime recorded at the

main server(ranging between 597.006 sec and 597.019sec). Therefore caches resulted

in lower video playtime. Comparing the cache placement strategies, average total

playtime was lowest at cache 1. Hop count cache placement resulted in the lowest

average total play time on all the caches and geography cache placement resulted in
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the highest total play time of the video. In the simulated network the difference in

total play time was very small, ranging between 597.00 sec and 597.04 sec.

Figure 4.10: Total time it took to play the full video

Overall, in the simulated network, hop count cache placement resulted in lower

average delay while accessing content from the caches, higher throughput and

better video performance compared to geography cache placement and delay cache

placement. Hop count cache placement readings showed that it took lesser time

from the time the video started playing for buffering to occur and for the highest

quality to start playing. Average total video playtime in hop count cache placement

was the least compared to delay and geography cache placement. Amongst the three

cache placement strategies, geography cache placement resulted in the worst network

performance.

Latency, throughput and video performance in the simulated network while

implementing content caching performed significantly better than in the Ocean View

community network.Average latency in the simulated network was lower than the

average latency readings from the Ocean View network. Throughput in the Ocean

View network was significantly lower than in the simulated network with caches. In

the simulated network with caches, the video Performance measured based on time

of initial buffer, time the best quality started playing and total play time improved

from the performance recorded in the Ocean View network.
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Overview of network performance on the simulated networks

The main aim of the analysis in phase two was to examine the effectiveness of cache

placement strategies on network performance. The analysis also sought to identify

the best cache placement strategy if content caching produced better network

performance compared to the readings observed on the Ocean view network. All 3

cache placement strategies, i.e delay cache placement, geography cache placement

and hop count cache placement, resulted in a better network performance based

on latency, throughput and user quality of experience when playing a video online.

This demonstrated that cache placement on the Ocean View network could improve

network performance and user experience. The next level of the analysis showed

that hop count-based cache placement produced the best network performance

compared to both geography and delay-based cache placement strategies. The next

section looks at the effectiveness of the identified optimal caching strategy (Hop

count-based) on enhancing video performance on a larger network.

4.3 Enlarged Network

Phase 3 of the network performance analysis examines the effectiveness of hop count

cache placement strategy on an enlarged network simulation as shown in Figure 3.4.

The aim of enlarging the network was to determine if hop count cache placement

would still improve performance in network structures similar to the Ocean View

community network regardless of their size. The network was enlarged by adding

6 access points to the 8 access points that were initially in the simulated network.

Latency, throughput and video performance measurements were carried out in the

enlarged network and a comparison was done with hop count cache placement

results.

Latency

Figure 4.11 shows results from the enlarged network which expands the simulated

networks used in section 4.2 from 8 access points to 14 access points. The analysis

focuses on the latency observed from the caches to the 14 locations in the expanded

network. The network performance was best when delay was lowest. The lowest

total latency was recorded at the main server with an average latency of 1.49 ms.

The highest latency in the enlarged network simulation was recorded at cache 1.

The average latency at cache 1 was 2.18 ms. However, average latency measurement
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results recorded from the access points directly connected to the caches were lower

than the average latency readings to the main server (ranging between 1.49 ms and

1.60 ms).

Figure 4.11: Latency measured between caches and access points

Throughput

Figure 4.12: Throughput between caches and access points
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In the enlarged network throughput measurements were carried out between the

caches and access points. Best network performance was achieved when throughput

was highest. The highest throughput in the enlarged network was recorded at the

main server as shown in Figure 4.12. The average throughput at the main server was

9.08 Mbps. Measurements from the cache 1 resulted in the least throughput with an

average of 6.93 Mbps. The main server is centrally located hence throughput was

high. Throughput measurements from the access points directly connected to caches

was higher than the readings on the main server(ranging between 9.15 Mbps and

10.39 Mbps). Hence the caches performed better than the main server.

Video Performance

Video performance measurements were carried out in the enlarged network while

adopting hop count cache placement strategy and playing a 9 minute(540 seconds)

video. The best user quality of experience was achieved when video buffering

occurred (earliest)as soon as the video started playing, the video started playing on

its best quality (1080p) earliest and the video ended in 540 seconds.

Buffering

Figure 4.13: Time when buffering initially occurred while playing the video
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Time of initial buffering in the enlarged network when the video was played at the

locations from the caches is shown in Figure 4.13. Initial buffering was earliest at

cache 3 with an average of 1.31 ms. The latest initial buffering was at cache 1. The

average initial buffering time at cache 1 was 3.25 ms. Initial buffering time readings

recorded at access points directly connected to the caches were all lower than at

the main server(ranging between 1.3 ms and 1.4 ms), hence caches performed better

than the main server.

Video Quality

Figure 4.14: Time when highest video quality started playing

Figure 4.14 shows the time at which the video stored in the caches started playing on

its best quality at the access points. In the enlarged network the best video quality

started playing earliest on the main server. The average time the video started

playing on its best quality on the main server was 34.50 sec. The best quality played

latest at cache 3 with an average of 35.43 sec. However, measurements carried out

at access points directly connected to caches resulted in better video performance

compared to the main server when you consider the time taken to play the best

video quality (ranging between 33.52 sec and 34.13 sec). Therefore, caches resulted

in better user quality of experience compared to the main server.
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Video play time

Figure 4.15 shows the total time it took for the video to complete playing. The

video completed playing fastest at the main server. The average total time the video

completed playing at the main server was 597.0195 sec. The video completed playing

latest at cache 1 with an average of 597.04 sec. Measurements carried out at access

points connected directly to the caches resulted in lower (ranging between 597.004

sec and 597.011 sec) average total video playtime than at the main server(ranging

between 597.015 sec and 597.03 sec).

Figure 4.15: Total time took to play the full video

Summary of results

A comparison between results of latency, throughput and video performance

measurements of the caches and main server in the simulated network showed that

storing content in caches in the network reduced latency and improved throughput

and video performance. All the 3 content caching strategies resulted in a better

network performance on the caches compared to the performance on the main

server, in the dimensions considered for this study (latency, bandwidth and video

performance).

Amongst the 3 caching strategies implemented in the network simulation

(geography,latency and hop count) the best performing caching strategy was hop
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count cache placement. This was derived from the measurement results based

on latency, throughput and video performance as shown in Table 4.1. Average

latency recorded in the simulated network showed that hop count cache placement

had the lowest average latency(1.74 ms) and the highest average latency (1.97

ms) was recorded during geography cache placement. Hop count cache placement

produced the highest average throughput (8.83 Mbps) in the simulated network,

while geography cache placement produced the lowest average throughput of 6.71

Mbps. Still comparing the 3 cache placement strategies, the best video performance

was recorded for hop count cache placement as it had the lowest average initial

buffer time (1.27 ms), lowest average time highest quality started playing (33.83 sec)

and lowest average total playtime(597.01 sec).

Ocean

View

network

Delay

cache

placement

Geography

cache

placement

Hop count

cache

placement

Enlarged

network

Average latency

(ms)
9,63 1,91 1,97 1,74 1,81

Average throughput

(Mbps)
3,68 7,04 6,71 8,83 8,11

Average initial

buffer time (ms)
3,31 1,56 2,42 1,27 2,12

Average highest

quality time (sec)
35,80 34,99 35,26 33,83 34,93

Average total

playtime (sec)
610,50 597,03 597,03 597,01 597,03

Table 4.1:: Results summary

The network simulation was enlarged and hop count cache placement was

adopted. The intention was to evaluate if hop count cache placement would

still result in optimal performance in similar network structures. When latency

throughput and video performance measurements were carried out in the enlarged

network the results obtained at the caches were better than at the main server.

Average latency measured from the access points directly linked to the caches was

lower than average latency measured at the main server. Hence, caches in the

enlarged network reduced delay in the network. Average throughput recorded at the

access points directly connected to the caches was higher than average throughput

recorded at the main server. Therefore adding caches in the enlarged network

resulted in improved throughput. Average initial buffer time, average time highest
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video quality started playing and average total playtime recorded at access points

directly connected to caches was lower than at the main server. Thus, caches

improved user quality of experience while playing the video on the network. Using

these results it is conclusive that content caching improves network performance

and user quality of experience. However, it may be noted that throughput, video

performance and latency results were not consistent because their measurements

were carried out separately and at different times hence the differences in results.

Overall, content distribution under cache placement strategies relatively

enhanced network performance compared to the readings observed on the main

server using latency, bandwidth and video performance. This suggests that content

caching strategies are effective in improving performance in community networks.

The question that arises from this insight is which content caching strategy to

adopt? Comparing the various caching approaches, the results suggested that

hop count-based caching had the highest performance in the three dimensions

investigated in this study.
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Discussion

The aim of this research was to determine effectiveness of content caching in

community networks. This was achieved by measuring network performance and

user quality of experience. The network performance was measured by performing

latency and throughput tests in the network. User quality of experience was

evaluated through measuring video performance when a user requests for a specific

video while connected to the network through an access point. Video performance

was measured based on initial buffer time, time highest video quality started playing

and total video playtime.

Latency, throughput and video performance measurements were carried out in

the Ocean View community network between the main server and access points in 8

locations in the network. The same measurements were carried out in the simulated

network using 3 different caching strategies. Upon comparing the results obtained

from measurements done at the caches and the main server in the simulated network,

average latency at the main server was higher than average latency recorded at the

caches for all 3 caching strategies. Average throughput recorded in the simulated

network at the main server was lower than average throughput recorded at the caches

in all the cache placement strategies. Similarly, video performance in the simulated

network at the main server was lower than at the caches during all the 3 cache

placement strategies. Thus the caches resulted in lesser time for initial buffering to

occur, less time taken for video to start playing on its best quality and less time for

the video to complete playing compared to the main server. Therefore it was evident

that content caching improved resource utilisation, network performance and user

QoE.

A comparison between the cache placement strategies was done to determine

which strategy performed best in the simulated network. Latency, throughput and
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video performance measurements were carried out for geography, delay and hop

count cache placement. From the results obtained, hop count cache placement

resulted in the lowest average latency, highest average throughput and best video

performance. The simulated network was then expanded and measurements were

again carried out in the expanded network. The expanded network adopted hop

count cache placement to determine if the network would continue to improve

performance when more caches are added. Expansion of the network resulted in

lower average latency, higher average throughput and better video performance at

the caches compared to the main server. The results for the expanded network

indicated that content caching improved network performance and user quality of

experience.

This study was guided by the following objectives:

1. To analyse performance of cache placement techniques in terms of retrieval

latency and resource utilisation

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of content distribution strategies on delay and

throughput

3. To evaluate the effect of cache placement and content distribution strategies

on Quality of Experience.

The findings from the study revealed that cache placement strategies in general

are effective in enhancing retrieval latency and resource utilisation. This is reinforced

by the fact that all the three approaches assessed (geography, delay and hop-count

based cache placement) in this study performed better in reducing latency and

increasing throughput on the Ocean View network. The study also sought to

establish the relative effectiveness of three cache placement strategies on network

performance.

From the measurement results analysis between geographic, hop count, and

delay based cache placement, hop count cache placement resulted in overall optimal

network performance. Therefore the optimal cache placement strategy was adopted

in simulating a larger scale network to measure if it still performs well. The results

showed that network performance using caches performed better than without caches

even on a larger network. This validates the effectiveness of content caching in a

community network. Video performance was also used to assess the effect of cache

placement on overall QoE on community networks. Overall the reduction in time

taken to achieve maximum video quality with cache placement demonstrates the

potential of content caching techniques in improving user experience on community

networks.
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5.1 Future Work

The possible continuation of this research would be to carry out the experiments

on a large scale network and deploy the optimal caching strategy on the network.

Frequent network performance checks will need to be carried out to find out if

the caching strategy is still providing optimal service and good user quality of

experience. Number of users per access point should also be constantly checked to

control the load balance in the network. Analysis to validate if content caching

does not interrupt other network operations can be done as a continuation of this

research.

5.2 Conclusion

Content caching in community networks results in an improved user quality of

experience as it reduces latency and increases throughput. Caching video content

resulted in the users viewing better quality videos. After carrying out geography-

based, hop-count based and delay based cache placement strategy experiments the

optimal cache placement for Ocean View community network was hop-count based

cache placement. Upon expanding the network the results obtained from caches

were still better than accessing content from a centralised server thus concluding

that content caching improves network performance and user quality of experience

in a community network.

The outcome of this research was cache placement and content distribution

strategy that could improve the performance of the community network. Content

was cached in routers that were allocated storage space. The significance of this

research was to benefit the society at large as the modern day society is heavily

dependant on communication and technology. Implementing the content distribution

strategies in this study can potentially enable communities to get access to content

easily and develop faster, without straining their financial capacity.
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